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Our most flexible and comprehensive modular design enables both aviation and maritime personnel to 
configure a lightweight, yet heavy duty ensemble tailored to their specific requirements or mission; rang-
ing from a simple pilot or boat crew vest with minimal fixed equipment pockets to a tactical ensemble 
with integrated extraction harness, high buoyancy flotation collar, and MOLLE panels for custom pocket 
configuration. Modularity allows users to economically update the ensemble by only replacing worn or 
damaged components, and/or adding components in support of new mission requirements. Intended 
for aircrew or tactical personnel who may require deployment or recovery by helicopter hoist. The rear 
tether permits mobile aircrew members to securely restrain themselves while inside the aircraft cabin.

Shown with #880 E-Air Front Back Shown with #740-BR Collar

Part Numbers:

#745-MH: Vest and Harness, Tether, MOLLE Panels  
#740-B: Osprey Low Profile Floatation Collar 
#740-BR: Osprey Low Profile Floatation Collar w/Retro
#740-P2: Osprey MOLLE Pocket, Large/Waist

#745-MH Osprey Vest and Harness with Floatation Collar
Weight: 3.2lbs (1.45kg) with Floatation Collar 5.8lbs (2.63kg)

Size: Adult (one size fits most)

Materials: Corrosion Resistant Hardware and Synthetic Materials

Floatation: Buoyancy 70lbs, uses (2) 33 gram CO2 cylinders

Service Life: On Condition (Ultimate – 10 years from date of manufacture)

#740-P3: Osprey MOLLE Pocket, Small/Chest
#740-P7: Osprey MOLLE Holster f/E-Air (Right)
#740-P8: Osprey MOLLE Pocket f/ICOM Radio
#740-P10: Osprey MOLLE Pocket w/Spray Hood

The Osprey LPFC is an updated design of LSC’s patented collar in use with the US Army Air Warrior and 
US Coast Guard aviation ensembles. Unique to the LPFC is the use of the mini-buckle attachment sys-
tem permitting easy installation of the collar to any of the Osprey Vests, and allows the flexibility to dress 
for land or over-water missions. The portion of the collar that lies across the shoulders is only ¼” thick, elim-
inating interference with helmets common with other collars. Collar can be quickly replaced if damaged 
or removed for inspection. Buckles have been revised to provide a secure, tight fit between the collar and 
vest, eliminating slack and unwanted collar movement, while ensuring optimal in-water flotation perfor-
mance by keeping the inflated collar close & tight to the body

Floatation Collar:




